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QUESTION 1

Sometimes a state legislature asks the voters to approve or reject a proposal called a referendum. The proposal may be
a constitutional amendment, a plan for long-term borrowing, or a special law affecting a city. In effect, the question is
"referred" to the voters. The Constitution of the United States was submitted to state conventions for approvals. 

From the definition above, you can say that it was __________. 

A. approved unanimously 

B. approved by a form of referendum 

C. rejected by a majority of the states 

D. referred to the president of the United States 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: According to the paragraph\\'s definition of a referendum, submitting the Constitution of the United States
to the state conventions for approvals was a form of referendum. 

 

QUESTION 2

Jeans from gold miners? It seems that one of today\\'s most popular pants styles actually came out of the California gold
rush in the 19th century. Levi Strauss, a shopkeeper in California, started making something called “waist overalls,” his
name for these early jeans. Gold miners loved them. Strauss added the familiar brown leather patch to the back pocket
in 1886. The label featured two horses pulling a pair of jeans between themselves. Then, with the Hollywood Western
craze of the 1930s, the popularity of jeans grew, as everyone wanted to look like a movie star. Since the 1990s, jeans
have been worn by nearly everyone, from child to professional. 

What is the main idea of this paragraph? 

A. Levi Strauss created the original design for jeans and it has changed. 

B. Jeans were most popular during the Gold Rush era. 

C. Jeans have evolved over the years but remain popular. 

D. Jeans have evolved over the years and are no longer as popular as they once were. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Common sense says that the shade of a tree will help retain snow, and snow exposed to sunlight in open areas will
melt. This typically is the case in regions where winter temperatures are below freezing, such as the Northeast, Midwest
and most of central and eastern Canada. But in Mediterranean climates – where the average winter temperatures
usually are above 30 degrees Fahrenheit – a different phenomenon occurs. Snow tends to melt under the tree canopy
and stay more intact in open meadows or gaps in a forest. This happens in part because trees in warmer, maritime
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forests radiate heat in the form of long-wave radiation to a greater degree than the sky does. Heat radiating from the
trees contributes to snow melting under the canopy first. 

Which of these statements is true, given the information in the above passage? 

A. There is always snow under trees in Canada. 

B. Average winter temperatures in the Northeast, Midwest, and most of central and eastern Canada are generally below
30 degrees Fahrenheit. 

C. Average winter temperatures in the Northeast, Midwest, and most of central and eastern Canada are generally above
30 degrees Fahrenheit. 

D. It does not snow in Mediterranean climates. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Genetics is a branch of science dealing with heredity. The field is concerned with how genes operate and the way genes
are transmitted to offspring. Subdivisions in the field include cytogenetics, which is the study of the cellular basis of
inheritance; microbial genetics, the study of inheritance in microbes; molecular genetics, the study of the biochemical
foundation of inheritance; and human genetics, the study of how people inherit traits that are medically and socially
important. Genetic counselors are primarily concerned with human genetics. They advise couples and families on the
chances of their offspring having specific genetic defects. 

According to the passage above, it\\'s reasonable to assume that genetic counseling __________. 

A. is restricted to the very rich 

B. is used to diagnose diseases 

C. can be used by parents to learn if their offspring are likely to inherit a disease one of the parents has 

D. can be used by parents to prevent their offspring from inheriting a specific genetic defect 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Nothing in the passage supports Choices "is restricted to the very rich", "is used to diagnose diseases", or 

"can be used by parents to prevent their offspring from inheriting a specific genetic defect." 

 

QUESTION 5

Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), researchers have identified abnormalities in the brains of children
with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) that may serve as a biomarker for the disorder, according to a study
presented November 28 at the annual meeting of the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA). ADHD is one of
the most common childhood disorders, affecting an estimated five to eight percent of school-aged children. Symptoms,
which may continue into adulthood, include inattention, hyperactivity and impulsivity behaviors that are out of the normal
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range for a child\\'s age and development. 

What is the best title for this passage? 

A. "ADHD Occurrence in Children is Between 5% and 8%" 

B. "MRIs Aid in Earlier ADHD Diagnosis" 

C. "Brain Differences Found in Children with ADHD" 

D. "ADHD Kids Exhibit Abnormal Behavior" 

Correct Answer: C 
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